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Abstract In this study we assess the role of anthropo-

genic forcing (greenhouse gases and sulphate aerosols, GS)

in recently observed precipitation trends over the Medi-

terranean region. We investigate whether the observed

precipitation trends (1966–2005 and 1979–2008) are con-

sistent with what 22 models project as response of pre-

cipitation to GS forcing. Significance is estimated using

9,000-year control runs derived from the CMIP3 archive.

The results indicate that externally forced changes are

detectable in observed precipitation trends in winter, late

summer and in autumn. Natural internal climate variability

cannot explain these changes. However, the observed

trends (derived from 3 sources) are markedly inconsistent

with expected changes due to GS forcing. While the

influence of GS signal is detectable in winter and early

spring, observed changes are several times larger than the

projected response to GS forcing. The most striking

inconsistency, however, is the contradiction between pro-

jected drying and the observed increase in precipitation in

late summer and autumn, irrespective of the data set used.

Natural (internal) variability as estimated from the models

cannot account for these inconsistencies, which are already

present in the large scale circulation patterns (Geopotential

height at 500 hPa). The obtained results are robust to the

removal of the fingerprint of the North Atlantic Oscillation.

The detection of an outright sign mismatch of observed and

projected trends in autumn and late summer, leads us to

conclude that the recently observed trends can not be used

as an illustration of plausible future expected change in the

Mediterranean region. These significant shortcomings in

our understanding of recent observed changes complicate

communication of future expected changes in Mediterra-

nean precipitation.

Keywords Mediterranean � Precipitation � Detection

1 Introduction

The issue of future climate change in general is an issue of

broad interest—satisfying a general intellectual curiosity

but also having much to do with practical managerial

decisions about how to plan, design and shape our future on

global to local scales. In this study, we examine to what

extent the present climate change ‘‘is on the way’’ towards

conditions described by the climate change scenarios at the

end of this century. We have earlier determined that

observed recent (1980–2009) warming over the Mediter-

ranean region has very likely an anthropogenic origin and

thus will likely continue to rise, albeit not in a monotonous

manner (Barkhordarian et al. 2012).

The high natural variability of Mediterranean climate in

both space and time, which leads to low signal-to-noise

ratio of externally forced changes compared to internal

variability, makes both the detection of climate change and

attribution of its causes very difficult, significantly for non-

temperature parameters such as precipitation, for which the

response to the forcing is weak relative to the background
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variability (Hegerl and Zwiers 2011). Nonetheless, obser-

vations suggest that climate may already be changing in the

region, with long-term trends in near-surface temperature

(Barkhordarian et al. 2012), mean sea level pressure

(Barkhordarian 2012) and surface specific humidity

(Barkhordarian et al. submitted) that cannot be explained

by long-term natural variability (in some seasons).

At the global scale, there is evidence for a detectable

influence of both short-wave (primarily natural) forcing on

observed precipitation trends and also long-wave green-

house gas (GHG) forcing. It has been shown by Zhang

et al. (2007) that anthropogenic forcing contributed sig-

nificantly to observed increases in zonal mean land pre-

cipitation in the Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes and

drying in the Northern Hemisphere subtropics and tropics.

Internal climate variability or natural forcing cannot

explain these changes. The CMIP3 simulations, however,

underestimate the observed change. A more recent study by

Min et al. (2011) found that human-induced increases in

GHGs have contributed to the observed intensification of

heavy precipitation events over two-thirds of the data-

covered parts of northern hemisphere land areas. As with

mean precipitation, they also found that models underes-

timate the observed precipitation change.

On the other hand, the studies by Lambert et al. (2004,

2005), indicate that short-wave forcing of the climate

system such as changes in volcanic aerosols or solar irra-

diance has a larger effect on global precipitation than GHG

long-wave forcing. Lambert et al. (2004) detect a response

to combined anthropogenic and natural forcing in the

observed record from 1944–1997 (and more weakly so

from 1908–1997). They suggest that natural forcing, in

particular the response to stratospheric aerosols due to

volcanic activity, is the dominant forcing in the 20th cen-

tury precipitation record. This supports the findings of

Gillett et al. (2004), who were able to formally attribute the

observed global land precipitation changes over the 20th

century to volcanic forcing, but not to anthropogenic GHGs

and sulphates or solar forcings.

At smaller spatial scales, however, there is critical

uncertainty in the attribution of regional observed precipi-

tation changes (Hegerl and Zwiers 2011). Analysis of the

CMIP3 ensemble of models shows that the Mediterranean

region is one of the most prominent climate change hotspots,

i.e. one of the most responsive regions to global warming

(Giorgi 2006). Study by Gao and Giorgi (2008) indicates

that under the greenhouse gas forcing by the end of the 21st

century the Mediterranean region might experience a sub-

stantial increase and northward extension of arid regimes.

This is mostly because of a large decrease of precipitation

during the spring and summer seasons (Giorgi and Bi 2005).

The method used in this study has been earlier applied to

near-surface temperature (Barkhordarian et al. 2012) and

mean sea level pressure (Barkhordarian 2012). Here we

analyze precipitation trends and investigate whether the

observed changes are likely to have been due to natural

(internal) variability alone, and if not, whether they are

consistent with what models simulate as response of pre-

cipitation to anthropogenic (GS) forcing. Therefore, we

compare trends in observed precipitation with the response

to GS forcing derived from the set of global climate model

simulations provided through the World Climate Research

Programme’s (WCRP) Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project 3 (CMIP3 Meehl et al. 2007). Consistency of

observed trends with climate change projections would

point to the plausibility that the recent trend will continue

into the future-based on the understanding that the recent

trend is related to anthropogenic forcing (GS), which will

continue in the future (Bhend and von Storch 2008). For

the first time this method is being applied to Mediterranean

precipitation. While recent studies have often focused on

winter and summer only, here we analyze trends in sliding

3-month windows.

2 Observations and model data

The Mediterranean area is defined here as the region from

25�N to 50�N and 10�W to 40�E (See Fig. 3). Observations

are subject to uncertainty; in this study this uncertainty is

addressed by using three independently developed

observed data sets. We use land-only rain gauge data from

the latest version of the Climatic Research Unit’s (CRU)

gridded high-resolution (0.5� by 0.5�) dataset CRU TS 3.10

(Mitchell and Jones 2005, referred to as CRU3.1 in the

following). The station records of the CRU3.1 dataset are

quality controlled and homogenized, using an automated

method developed from the GHCN method (Easterling and

Peterson 1995).

We also use version 5 of the ‘‘Full Data Reanalysis

Product’’ of the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre

(GPCC Rudolf et al. 2005). These data include quality

controlled rain gauge data from 1901–2009 that have been

interpolated to a 0.5� by 0.5� grid using the SPHEREMAP

method (Willmott et al. 1985).

Furthermore, we use monthly mean precipitation over

land and sea areas from the Global Precipitation Clima-

tology Project (GPCP Adler et al. 2003). The GPCP dataset

provides rain gauge-satellite merged data in 2.5� by 2.5�
grids over the period 1979–2008. Rain-gauge data are

quality controlled to contribute to the analysis over land.

CRU has advised the users of CRU TS2.1 that it is not

suitable for detection and attribution, as the effect of urban

development and land use changes are potentially present

in the data, however, there is no published study exploring

this issue further. The main difference between CRU TS2.1
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and CRU TS3.1 version is that no new homogenization is

explicitly performed on the latter. Existing homogeniza-

tions in the underlying datasets, and those additionally

performed by national meteorological agencies prior to

releasing their station data, are incorporated. Thus, the

station series of CRU TS3.1 might still be affected by

urban development and land use changes. In addition the

rain-gauge data of GPCC5 and GPCP data sets are quality

controlled, which does remove outliers, but does not ensure

homogeneity. Thus, our results must be interpreted with the

caveat of potential inhomogeneity of the currently avail-

able gridded precipitation data sets. However, we expect

that most of the in-homogeneities are not systematic.

For all datasets, trends have been calculated using

ordinary least squares linear regression and the units are

mm/decade. To describe expected anthropogenic trends,

we use global projections based on the IPCC SRES A1B

(A2) scenario, ending with a CO2 concentration of 720

(850) ppm by the year 2100, obtained from 22 (18) global

Atmosphere-Ocean General Circulation Models

(AOGCMs). The simulations are included in the CMIP3

multi-model dataset (Meehl et al. 2007). Previous to the

analysis, the model data are interpolated to a latitude-lon-

gitude grid with a resolution of 0.5� (or in case of GPCP,

2.5�) using conservative remapping (Jones 1999). We mask

grid cells in the monthly data according to the missing

value mask in the observed record.

3 Methodology

We follow the same approach as presented in Barkhord-

arian et al. (2012). In the first step, we investigate whether

the observed changes are derived from an undisturbed

stationary climate. This is handled by testing the null

hypothesis H0: zero trend. To test the null hypothesis,

annual and seasonal observed precipitation trends are

compared with estimated natural (internal) variability,

derived from control integrations of CMIP3 climate mod-

els. Control integrations are experiments with all external

forcings fixed to the values attained in 1850 reflecting pre-

industrial conditions.

Estimating natural (internal) variability from long con-

trol simulations has been a popular method, since the

experiment setup is sound and long simulations (and thus

precise estimates) are possible (Stone et al. 2009). How-

ever, the verification of variability of global climate models

is difficult since the instrumental record for precipitation is

not long enough (100-year) to give a reliable estimate of

internal variability, while paleoclimatic data are sparse and

often of limited quality [see e.g. Hegerl et al. (1996)].

From 9,000 simulated years of control runs that are

sufficiently long to resolve variability on all relevant

timescales, we draw 285 non-overlapping 30-year seg-

ments (or 213 non-overlapping 40-year segments) to esti-

mate internal variability, i.e. stochastic variability that

would be present irrespective of any external influence on

the climate system (Hegerl and Zwiers 2011). In order to

remove the potential drift in coupled atmosphere-ocean

models, a de-trending treatment is applied to the control

simulations. Independent control run segments are calcu-

lated in such a way as to mimic the observations using the

same observation mask to account for the effects of miss-

ing data. A list of the climate models and the number of

years used from control integrations to estimate the internal

variability is given in Table 1.

Rejecting the null hypothesis H0: zero trend, indicates

that the observed changes can not be explained by internal

variability alone and externally forced changes are

detectable. Once it is found that external forcings must be

invoked (are detectable) for explaining recent trends, in the

second step we assess whether the observed significant

trends are within the range of expected changes due to

anthropogenic forcing (Greenhouse gases and Sulphate

aerosols, GS) generated by 22 climate models (Sect. 2). To

this end, we compare area-mean changes of observed

precipitation in 3-month windows over the period

1966–2005 (over land) and 1978–2009 (over land and sea)

with what climate models project as response of precipi-

tation to anthropogenic (GS) forcing. We consider a large

number of A1B (22) and A2 (18) simulations. If the recent

observed trends reside in this range of possible and plau-

sible changes due to increasing greenhouse gas and sulfate

aerosol concentrations, we call the observed change con-

sistent with GS forcing.

In order to take the spatial pattern of change into

account, we use regression indices as a pattern similarity

statistic (R, Eq. 1).

RðO;PÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1 Pi:OiPn
i¼1 P2

i

ð1Þ

The index subscript i ¼ 1; . . .; n counts the spatial points,

Oi and Pi refer to the observed and simulated pattern of

change, respectively.

The distribution of the regression indices is assessed

from fits of the regression model (Eq. 1) to non-overlap-

ping control run segments derived from long control sim-

ulations. We use the combination of the quantiles of

control run trends and the fit to the observations to test the

null hypothesis that the uncertainty range of regression

indices does not include ‘‘0’’, indicating that the influence

of GS signal is detectable in the observed record (see

Fig. 4). To examine if anthropogenic (GS) forcing is a

plausible explanation for the observed change, we evaluate

the hypothesis Hd that the regression of the observed trend

on the GS signal does not include ‘‘0’’ but includes ‘‘1’’
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(Hegerl et al. 1997). When there is insufficient evidence to

reject Hd, we claim that the observed change is consistent

with climate change projections. If recent trends and sce-

narios are inconsistent, however, we conclude that the

observed recent change cannot be interpreted as a harbin-

ger of future change.

3.1 Anthropogenic climate change signal estimates

In this study, two methods are used to estimate the

anthropogenic (GS) signal. On the one hand, we use time-

slice experiments and define the anthropogenic climate

change signal as the difference between the last decades

of the 21st century (2071–2100) and the reference cli-

matology (1961–1990). We assume a linear development

from 1961–2100 and the resulting signal is scaled to

change per year (Bhend and von Storch 2008). The lin-

earity assumption is supported by the study of Raisanen

et al. (2004) and Cubasch et al. (2001). Using well-sepa-

rated time slices, 110 years in this study, has the advan-

tage of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio and avoiding

the need to average multiple models to get clear signal

patterns. A list of the climate models and the number of

ensemble members of the individual models, is given in

Table 1. For each model, these ensemble members differ

only in the initial conditions and thus represent different

realizations of internal variability. Therefore, by averaging

over an ensemble of runs the signal to noise ratio of

externally forced changes compared to internal variability

is further increased. The multi-model CMIP3 archive

offers unique opportunities. A key opportunity is that the

archive contains information from models with different

resolution, physics, parameterizations and forcings. This

method allows us to best exploit this wealth of informa-

tion by explicitly dealing with individual models

separately.

On the other hand, we estimate the anthropogenic signal

from transient model simulations, forced with historical

anthropogenic forcing only (ANT, greenhouse gases and

sulphate aerosols), over the time period 1979–2008 and

1966–2005. The multi-model ensemble mean is used here

to get model simulated response patterns with high signal-

to-noise ratio of externally forced changes compared to

internal variability (Gillett et al. 2002). Here we use the

multi-model ensemble mean of 10 models (18 ANT sim-

ulations) derived from the CMIP3 archive. The models

used are, BCCR-BCM2.0 (1 run), CNRM-CM3 (1 run),

CSIRO-MK3.0 (1 run), CSIRO-MK3.5 (1 run), GISS-

AOM (2 runs), INGV-ECHAM4 (1 run), ECHAM5/

MPI-OM (4 runs), CCCMA-CGCM3.1 (5 runs), CCCMA-

Table 1 The 22 coupled ocean-

atmopsphere models used in this

study along with the number of

twentieth century runs per

model, and the number of years

and independent segments of

the control runs used in this

study to estimate natural

(internal) variability

Models (number of runs) Number of years used from control integrations

1 bccr-bcm2.0 (1) 250 (8 segments of 30-year or 6 segments of 40-year)

2 cccma-cgcm3.1 (5) 1,000 (33 segments of 30-year or 26 segments of 40-year)

3 cccma-cgcm3.1-T63 (1) 350 (11 segments of 30-year or 8 segments of 40-year)

4 cnrm-cm3 (1) 500 (16 segments of 30-year or 12 segments of 40-year)

5 csiro-mk3.0 (1) 350 (11 segments of 30-year or 9 segments of 40-year)

6 csiro-mk3.5 (1) 1,000 (33 segments of 30-year or 26 segments of 40-year)

7 gfdl-cm2.0 (1) 500 (16 segments of 30-year or 12 segments of 40-year)

8 gfdl-cm2.1 (1) 500 (16 segments of 30-year or 12 segments of 40-year)

9 giss-aom (2) 250 (8 segments of 30-year or 6 segments of 40-year)

10 giss-model-e-h (3) 380 (12 segments of 30-year or 9 segments of 40-year)

11 ingv-echam4 (1) 100 (3 segments of 30-year or 2 segments of 40-year)

12 inmcm3.0 (1) 350 (11 segments of 30-year or 8 segments of 40-year)

13 ipsl-cm4 (1) 500 (16 segments of 30-year or 12 segments of 40-year)

18 miroc3.2-hires (1) 100 (3 segments of 30-year or 2 segments of 40-year)

15 miroc3.2-medres (3) 500 (16 segments of 30-year or 12 segments of 40-year)

16 miub-echo-g (3) 350 (11 segments of 30-year or 8 segments of 40-year)

17 mpi-echam5 (4) 500 (16 segments of 30-year or 12 segments of 40-year)

18 mri-cgcm2.3-2a (5) 350 (11 segments of 30-year or 8 segments of 40-year)

19 ncar-ccsm3.0 (7) 230 (7 segments of 30-year or 5 segments of 40-year)

20 ncar-pcm1 (4) 350 (11 segments of 30-year or 8 segments of 40-year)

21 ukmo-hadcm3 (1) 350 (11 segments of 30-year or 8 segments of 40-year)

22 ukmo-hadgem1 (1) 160 (5 segments of 30-year or 4 segments of 40-year)

Total: 285 non-overlapping 30-year segments

Total: 213 non-overlapping 40-year segments
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CGCM3.1-T63 (1 run) and UKMO-HadGEM1 (1 run). The

strategy used to compute multi-model mean is based on

giving each model equal weight. Thus, the multi-model

mean response is not dominated by responses of models

with many simulations. The formula to compute effective

number of models with equal weighting of the individual

models is: n ¼ m2Pm

i¼1

1
l i

; where m is the number of models

and l is the ensemble size (Allen and Tett 1999). The final

internal variance is then just 1/n the internal variance.

Thus, by using the multi-model mean of 10 models (18

ANT simulations), the internal variability decreases by

more than 90 % compared to using an individual simula-

tion, which increases the signal-to-noise ratio in estimated

anthropogenic patterns considerably.

Since the 20th century simulations generally finished in

1999 (2000), it was necessary to use outputs from SRES

A1B scenario for the last 8 (5) years of the simulation

period. Thus, we combine the 20th century historical runs

with the projections for the 21st century driven by

anthropogenic (GS) forcings according to the SRES A1B

emission scenario. The A1B runs provide a reasonable

estimate of GHG forcings over 2000–2010 (Santer et al.

2011), but it is not clear how realistically they represent the

true net aerosol forcing over this period (Santer et al.

2011), thus splicing together output from the 20th century

and A1B simulations can introduce forcing discontinuities

(Arblaster et al. 2011).

4 Results

4.1 Detection of externally forced changes

Figure 1 shows observed area-mean changes of precipita-

tion over land in 3-month windows for the period from

1966 to 2005 based on the CRU3.1 and GPCC5 datasets.

The grey bars represent the mean value of CRU3.1 and

GPCC5, with trends from each dataset corresponding to the

brown bars. The datasets generally agree well, with notable

differences in JJA, JAS, ASO and NDJ. Both datasets

suggest that the area mean precipitation decreases in all

sliding 3-month windows from December to August (DJF,

JFM, …, JJA). The general drought conditions in the wet

season since the 1960s over large part of the Mediterranean

region is a consistent finding among other studies (e.g.

Xoplaki et al. 2004; Mariotti 2010; Hoerling et al. 2012).

In late summer and autumn, however, the observations

suggest an increase in the amount of precipitation in JAS,

ASO, SON and OND over the 1966–2005 period.

Here we assess whether externally forced changes have

a detectable influence on the observed trends by comparing

observed trends with those calculated from pre-industrial

control simulations (see Sect. 3). We analyze 9,000 years

of control integrations and derive 213 non-overlapping

40-year trends in an undisturbed stationary climate

(Table 1). The observed trend is likely not due to natural

Fig. 1 Observed trends in precipitation over land in the Mediterra-

nean from 1966 to 2005 (in mm/decade) for sliding 3-month windows

(grey bars) in comparison with the anthropogenic (GS) signal

estimated from CMIP3 simulations. The GS signal has been derived

from time slices of simulations according to the A1B (green bars) and

A2 (purple bars) scenarios and from the multi-model mean of

transient simulations from 10 CMIP3 models with anthropogenic

forcing only (blue bars). The brown whiskers denote the spread of

trends of the two observational datasets (CRUv3, GPCC5). The black
and blue whiskers show the spread of trends of 22 A1B and 18 A2

climate change projections. The red whiskers indicate the 90 %

confidence interval of observed trends, derived from model-based

estimates of natural (internal) variability (213 non-overlapping

40-year segments derived from 9,000 years of control integration)
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(internal) variability alone in cases for which the 90 %

uncertainty range about the observed trends (red whiskers

in Figs. 1, 2) excludes zero. In DJF, JFM and FMA, the

observed trends are highly unlikely due to internal vari-

ability alone, noting that no single sample of 213 segments

yield a negative trend of precipitation as strong as that

observed.

Also in autumn (SON and OND) the uncertainty range

of observed trends derived from control runs does not

include zero with both CRU3.1 and GPCC5. This indicates

that the observed positive trends in the amount of precip-

itation in SON and OND intervals deviate significantly (at

5 % level, one-sided test) from natural (internal) variabil-

ity. In ASO the mean value of both datasets are signifi-

cantly different from internal variability, and also GPCC5

displays a significantly greater than zero positive trend,

however the observed trend derived from CRU3.1 is not

significant (Fig. 1). Therefore, we conclude that it is unli-

kely that the observed negative trends in winter and posi-

tive trends in autumn can be attributed to natural (internal)

variability alone and externally forced changes are signi-

ficantly detectable.

We have also analysed the GPCP dataset incorporating

precipitation over sea (Fig. 2). Over the period 1979–2008,

GPCP displays a negative trend in all sliding 3-month

windows (over land and sea) from November to June (NDJ,

DJF, …, MJJ). Consistent with CRU3.1 and GPCC5

datasets, GPCP also displays a positive trend in late sum-

mer and autumn (JJA, JAS, ASO and SON). As displayed

by the red whiskers in Fig. 2, the statistical test indicates

that the observed trends in winter (NDJ, DJF, JFM), early

spring (FMA), late summer (JAS) and autumn (ASO, SON)

are detected at the 5 % level (one-sided test). That is, there

is less than a 5 % probability of such a large trend due to

natural (internal) variability alone according to 285 seg-

ments of unforced trends (derived from 9,000 years of

control simulations).

Thus, the merged rain gauge and satellite record

according to GPCP along with the station based records,

CRU3.1 and GPCC5, are suggesting that the observed

changes in winter, late summer and autumn exceed the

limits of natural (internal) variability. That is, externally

forced changes are detectable (at 5 % significant level,

one-sided test). In the following, we assess whether the

observed trends, which are found to be inconsistent with

natural (internal) variability, are consistent with climate

change scenarios.

4.2 Consistency of observed and projected area-mean

changes

Here we analyze whether the CMIP3 projections encom-

pass the observed trends the magnitude of which can not be

reconciled with natural (internal) variability alone. To this

end, we compare the observed trends with what climate

change scenarios project as response of precipitation to GS

forcing (Figs. 1, 2). With a few exceptions, all A1B (A2)

scenarios from the 22 (18) models used project negative

trends in all 3-month windows. Under increasing GHG

concentrations we thus expect drier conditions in the

region, with maximum decreases in precipitation in the

warm season and minimum decreases in the cold season.

This indicates clearly that warm season precipitation is

expected to be more responsive to GS forcing.

Figure 3 shows maps of change for the GPCP and

CRU3.1 datasets as well as the spatial pattern of the

Fig. 2 According to Fig. 1 but

for observed trend in

precipitation over land and sea

from 1979 to 2008 according to

the GPCP dataset. The red
whiskers indicate the 90 %

confidence interval of observed

trends, derived from model-

based estimates of natural

(internal) variability (285 non-

overlapping 30-year segments

derived from 9,000 years of

control integration)
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anthropogenic climate change signal (GS) derived from the

multi-model ensemble mean of 22 models (49 ensemble

members). In most simulations, as in the multi-model

ensemble mean shown in Fig. 3, wintertime precipitation is

projected to increase in a narrow band in the northern part

of the Mediterranean and is projected to decrease in the

remaining area with large reductions in areas at the western

border of the region (southern Spain, northern Algeria and

Morocco) and over Turkey. Giorgi and Lionello (2008) and

Mariotti (2010) confirm this meridional contrast in pre-

cipitation change with drying in the south and wettening in

the north. Lionello and Giorgi (2008) suggests that the

increase of the winter (DJF) cyclone activity in future

climate scenarios over western Europe is responsible for

the larger precipitation at the northern coast of the Medi-

terranean, while the reduction of cyclone activity inside the

Mediterranean region in future scenarios is responsible for

the lower precipitation at the southern coast. Also, such a

south-north contrast in European wintertime (DJF and

FJM) precipitation trends is seen with observed records

(Fig. 3). The spatial pattern of precipitation suggested by

CRU3.1 and GPCC5 is characterized by a meridional

dipole of increase in the northern Europe and strong

decrease of precipitation over Southern Europe and

northern Algeria and Morocco.

When comparing the observed and projected area-mean

changes as shown in Fig. 1, the trends derived from the

observed record display a negative trend in the annual

amount of precipitation which can be attributed to internal

variability alone. This is in agreement with the study by

Zhang et al. (2007), which indicates that there has been no

detected change in the zonal averages of annual land pre-

cipitation during 1925–1999 within the extratropical band

30�N–50�N. The disagreement between observed and

projected changes are considerably worse when 3-monthly

means are considered. The CRU3.1 and GPCC5 datasets

show a large negative trend in total winter precipitation in

DJF, JFM and FMA months. These trends are greater than

the central 90 % of unforced trends derived from model-

based estimates of natural (internal) variability. In addition,

the multi-model ensemble mean projections strongly

underestimate the observed trends by a factor of *6, *9

and *5 in DJF, JFM and FMA respectively (Fig. 1).

The wintertime precipitation trends derived from the

GPCP dataset are also strongly and consistently underes-

timated by the projections (Fig. 2). GPCP displays negative

trends in the NDJ, DJF, JFM and FMA intervals which are

significantly (at 5 % level, one-sided test) different than

natural (internal) variability and several times larger than

the ensemble mean of the projections.

A warm season drying signal over the Mediterranean is

a remarkably consistent feature in the last few generations

of global (Giorgi et al. 2001; Giorgi and Bi 2005) and

regional climate change projections (Deque et al. 2005;

Somot et al. 2008; Gao and Giorgi 2008). As reported in

the IPCC AR4 (Christensen et al. 2007), the risk of sum-

mer drought is likely to increase in the Mediterranean area.

In spite of this, we find a notable discrepancy in late

summer (JAS) when observations display a positive trend

(?2.8 mm/month per decade) in the amount of precipita-

tion over the period 1979–2008 according to the GPCP

dataset. Natural (internal) variability cannot explain the

observed change. As displayed in Fig.3, precipitation

increases throughout the region in JAS from 1979 to 2008

with a more pronounced increase in the northern part.

This contradiction extends into autumn. In SON we find

an important difference, namely those trends of observed

precipitation amounts contradict the projections in terms of

both sign and intensity of the trends. There is a significant

(at 5 % level) increase in the precipitation amount in the

CRU3.1, GPCC5 and GPCP data sets (together with an

increase in the total number of wet days; not shown). The

increase of precipitation is significant in the northeast and

southwest parts of the region, while decreases of precipi-

tation are seen over parts of the central Mediterranean,

which is pronounced over Italy, north of Algeria and

Tunisia (Fig. 3). In contrast to these upward trends, all

climate change projections according to both the A1B and

A2 scenarios describe increasingly drier and stable condi-

tions in autumn.

As outlined in Sect. 1, we further evaluate the robust-

ness of the results against estimating the anthropogenic

signal from transient simulations of 20th century climate

solely forced with anthropogenic forcing. As shown in

Figs. 1, 2, climate models suggest an increase in precip-

itation in response to GS forcing in winter (DJF and JFM).

The response to GS forcing derived from the transient

simulations is strongly at odds with the observed negative

trends in the cold season. In contrast, trends in the GS

response derived from time slices are predominantly

negative albeit much weaker than the observed decrease

in winter. In some 3-month intervals, the simulated

response to GS forcing is almost zero, although this result

from the disagreement of the climate models and the

cancelation of trends that have opposite signs. The con-

tradiction is also striking in late summer and autumn,

when both approaches to derive the GS response result in

negative trends in the amount of precipitation, in contrast

with the observed increase. Therefore, we conclude that

the inconsistency of observed trend patterns with GS

signal patterns in winter and late summer and autumn are

robust against the approach used to estimate the GS

response. However, results must be interpreted with the

caveat of forcing discontinuities due to splicing together

output from the 20th century and A1B simulations

(Arblaster et al. 2011).
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4.3 Regression analysis

In order to take the spatial pattern of changes into account,

we further use regression indices (Eq. 1) and investigate

whether the influence of anthropogenic forcing is detect-

able in observed changes that cannot be explained by

natural (internal) variability alone.

Figure 4 shows the regression indices of observed pre-

cipitation changes according to GPCP dataset over the

period 1979–2008 onto the GS signal patterns derived from

22 climate change projections in winter (DJF, JFM, FMA),

late summer (JAS) and autumn (ASO and SON). As out-

lined in Sect. 3, the distribution of the regression indices

are assessed from fits of the regression model (Eq. 1) to

285 independent control run segments derived from

9,000 year control simulations. The results of the regres-

sion analysis can be interpreted as follows: The GS forcing

is detectable if the regression indices are significantly

greater than zero, that is, the uncertainty range about the

central estimate does not include the zero line. On the other

hand, GS forcing is not detected if the indices are negative

or not significantly greater than zero. Consistency of the

observed trend patterns with the GS signal pattern is

claimed in cases where the uncertainty range of regression

indices dose not include zero but includes ‘‘1’’.

In DJF, the 95 % distribution of regression indices do

not include the zero line with 8 out of the 22 models,

indicating that the GS signal is detectable (on the 5 %

level) with 8 models. However, the uncertainty range does

not include unity (except in two cases out of these 8 cases)

and the central estimates of the regression indices are in the

range of [3.8, 8.1], suggesting that while the effect of GS

forcing is detectable in the observed record, these projec-

tions strongly underestimate the observed trends. In JFM

the uncertainty range of regression indices does not include

zero for 14 out of the 22 models, indicating that with 14

Fig. 3 From left to right
Seasonal observed pattern of

precipitation change over the

period 1979–2008 based on

observed precipitation change

over the period 1966–2005

based on CRU3.1, ensemble

mean anthropogenic (GS) signal

pattern derived from 22 models,

and the anthropogenic (GS)

signal pattern derived from the

INGV coupled regional model,

according to SRES A1B

scenario
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models the GS signal is found to have a detectable influ-

ence on the observed record. Observed trend patterns,

however, are inconsistent with the GS signal patterns, since

climate change projections strongly underestimate the

observed trends (the central estimate of regression indices

of these 14 models is in the range of [3.1, 7.2]). In FMA,

the GS signal is detectable with 14 out of 22 models, and

for 9 out of these 14 models, the observed trend patterns

are found to be consistent with GS signal patterns. In NDJ

consistency is detectable solely with 3 out of 22 models

(not-shown). In JAS, ASO and SON, the regression indices

are negative with all 22 models except one model in JAS

Fig. 4 Regression coefficients of observed precipitation change in

DJF, JFM, FMA, JAS, ASO and SON from 1979–2008 according to

the GPCP dataset on model simulated GS signal patterns. Blue GS

signal patterns for 22 individual models estimated from time slices of

climate projections based on the SRES A1B scenario. Red Regression

against the multi-model ensemble mean of transient simulations with

anthropogenic forcing with 10 models (18 simulations) for the period

from 1979 to 2008. The bars show the 95 % uncertainty range of the

regression coefficients derived from model-based estimates of natural

(internal) variability (285 non-overlapping 30-year segments derived

from 9,000 years of control simulation). The solid lines mark
regression coefficients equal to unity
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and one model in SON, indicating that the observations

contradict the climate change projections, in agreement

with results discussed in previous sections.

The red bars in Fig. 4 displays the regression of

observed trend patterns onto the transient GS signal pat-

terns as estimated from the multi-model mean of 10 models

(18 ANT simulation). The negative regression indices in all

intervals shown in Fig. 4, points to the inconsistency of

observed precipitation changes with what models simulate

as response of precipitation to GS forcing.

5 Regionally detailed results

The Mediterranean region is characterized by complex

topographical and land-ocean features. The study by Gao

et al. (2006) provides evidence that topography can induce

fine scale features to the precipitation change signal over

the Mediterranean region. To capture the fine scale struc-

ture of the climate change signal, we further use simula-

tions with the INGV model (Gualdi et al. 2012). This

model developed within the CIRCE EU-FP6 Project, con-

sists of a high resolution general circulation model coupled

to a high-resolution model of the Mediterranean Sea with a

horizontal resolution of approximately 7 km, which allow

to assess the role of the basin, and in particular of the air-

sea feedbacks in the climate of the region (Gualdi et al.

2012). We use the time slice approach introduced in Sect. 1

to derive GS response patterns. Since the scenario run of

INGV is only till 2070, the GS signal is defined as the

difference of 2041–2070 and the reference climatology

(1961–1990).

The INGV model, consistent with the suite of CMIP3

models, projects a negative trend in all sliding 3-month

windows as a response to increasing GHG concentrations

(Fig. 5). The precipitation change signals projected by the

INGV model show seasonally dependent fine scale topo-

graphical detail over the Balkan mountains, Iberian Pla-

teau, south of Turkey and North African coast lines. A

noticeable feature is the horizontal gradient in precipitation

change in DJF and JFM across the Alps with increases (or

no changes) in precipitation at higher altitudes and large

decreases in the low-lands (Fig. 3).

This topographycally-induced structure in the climate

change signal is less evident in warm months, when con-

vection rather than topographic uplift plays a major role

(Gao et al. 2006). However, it is still evident in the JAS

interval over the Alps (Fig. 3). The INGV model projects

generally drier and warmer conditions in the region, with a

maximum decrease in precipitation in winter (DJF, JFM)

and a minimum decrease in summer (MJJ, JJA). The main

part of the reduction is due to a decrease in the amount of

convective precipitation in all months and snow fall in the

cold months, while the decrease of large-scale precipitation

Fig. 5 Observed sliding 3-month window trends of precipitation over

the land and sea of Mediterranean derived from GPCP dataset over

the period from 1979 to 2008 (grey bars) in comparison with

anthropogenic signals (GS) derived from INGV model (2041–2070

minus 1961–1990 mean scaled to change per decade). The vertical
axes show area mean changes of precipitation (mm per decade). The

red whiskers indicate the 90 % confidence interval of observed trends,

derived from model-based estimate of internal (natural) variability.

The black bars are projected large-scale precipitation; the green bars
projected convective precipitation and the purple bars indicate

projected snowfall
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plays only a minor role in the drought condition projected

by the INGV model (Fig. 5).

The regression approach reveals that in winter (DJF,

JFM and FMA) the anthropogenic signal (GS) is detectable

over the 1979–2008 period (at the 5 % level, not shown).

The GS signal, however, explains only a part of the

observed drying, indicating that other processes likely also

contribute. It is notable that the projected changes in winter

in INGV are closer to the observations than trends esti-

mated from the CMIP3 multi-model ensemble. This may

point to the importance of using high resolution climate

models in winter in order to generate the response to the

topographic forcing, however, with the caveat of using just

one model. Whereas in summer (JJA), in agreement with

the suite of CMIP models, a strong inconsistency exists in

both sign and intensity of the trends. This contradiction

extends into autumn, in particular in JAS, ASO and SON,

when observed trends are of opposite sign and more than 3

times larger than projected changes (Fig. 5).

6 The influence of the NAO

The North Atlantic atmospheric circulation and in partic-

ular the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO Hurrell 1995)

affects the Mediterranean climate (Lionello et al. 2006, and

references therein). The positive phase of the NAO is

associated with stronger surface westerlies across the mid-

latitudes and with anomalous northerly flow across the

Mediterranean (Hurrell et al. 2003). Winter precipitation is

anti-correlated with the NAO over most of the western

Mediterranean region (Xoplaki 2002), southern Spain, and

northern Morocco (Matti et al. 2009). This strong link is

due to the control exerted by NAO on the branch of the

storm track affecting the Mediterranean, mainly in its

western part (Lionello et al. 2006). The NAO is also con-

sidered to be a key factor influencing the precipitation over

the Mediterranean Sea, especially on decadal time scales

(Mariotti and Dell’Aquila 2011).

It is now recognized that models may underestimate the

variability of the North Atlantic Oscillation (Stephenson

et al. 2006; Osborn 2004). The study by Gillett (2005)

indicates that the simulated changes of the NAO in climate

models are generally of correct sign but underestimate the

magnitude of the observed changes. Underestimation of the

simulated NAO variability may lead to a spurious detection

result, if as a consequence the simulated natural variability

is of smaller amplitude than the real variability. Therefore,

in this section, we explore the consequences of subtracting

from the observations that part of the precipitation vari-

ability that can be attributed to the NAO.

We use a station based NAO index (Osborn 2006). The

fingerprint of the NAO is defined as the fraction of the

variability in precipitation time series which co-varies with

the NAO index. Thus, we define the fingerprint of the NAO

as the slope of the regression of precipitation time series on

the NAO index for each grid box separately. The NAO

signal is removed from the observations by subtracting the

product of the trend in the NAO index times the NAO

signal from the trend in the observations.

Figure 6 shows the observed trends based on GPCP data

for 1979–2008 in comparison with the observed trends

after the removal of the NAO fingerprint. Statistical sig-

nificance of the NAO-removed observed trends is deter-

mined using 9,000 years of control integrations and

calculating 285 30-year segments for which the NAO

Fig. 6 Observed sliding

3-month window trends of

precipitation over the land and

the sea area of the

Mediterranean region in the

time period from 1979 to 2008

(grey bars) in comparison with

trends after the removal of the

fingerprint of the NAO (green
bars). The red whiskers indicate

the 90 % uncertainty range of

observed trends, derived from

model-based estimates of

natural (internal) variability.

The black whiskers denote the

90 % uncertainty range of

observed trends based on

NAO-free internal variability

(see Sect. 6)
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influence has been removed as well. The fingerprint of the

NAO is removed from each of the 285 control run seg-

ments in a manner analogous to what was done with the

observed record, that is, we regress the de-trended pre-

cipitation time series on the de-trended NAO index using

ordinary least squares estimation of the parameters of the

linear regression. The slope of the regression is the NAO

fingerprint. Black whiskers in Fig. 6 denote the 90 %

uncertainty range of NAO-free internal variability.

The removal of the NAO signal does not considerably

change the observed decreasing trend in winter (NDJ, DJF,

JFM and FMA). The black whiskers in Fig. 6, do not

include zero in winter, indicating that the residual trends

can not be explained solely by NAO-free internal vari-

ability and that externally forced changes are detectable.

Thus, a NAO index time series for 1979–2008 fails to

exhibit trend-like behavior analogous to that seen for

Mediterranean rainfall. Therefore, we conclude that the

observed Mediterranean drying cannot be attributed to an

observed change in the behavior of the NAO. These results

are in line with the study by (Hoerling et al. 2012), who

note that the NAO behavior has not changed in the

Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 4 but after the removal of the NAO fingerprint
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dramatic manner characterizing the temporal evolution

(pre- and post-1970) of observed Mediterranean rainfall in

the cold season (November-April).

Recently, a summer NAO manifestation has been shown

to impact Mediterranean precipitation in this season (Fol-

land et al. 2009). Our results also indicate that the NAO

has been associated with approximately 50 % of the

observed rainfall increase in JJA, 34 % in JAS, 23 % in

ASO and 41 % in SON intervals. As indicated by the black

whiskers in Fig. 6, none of the 285 NAO-free control run

segments yield a positive trend as strong as that observed in

JAS and ASO intervals. However, the detection of exter-

nally forced changes in observed precipitation trends in late

summer (JAS) and autumn (ASO) and also the fact that

observed positive trends contradict the climate change

projections, are robust against the removal of the NAO

signal.

Figure 7 displays the regression indices (y axis) of

NAO-free observed precipitation changes onto climate

change projections and its 95 % uncertainty ranges,

derived from NAO-free internal variabilty. Removing the

effect of NAO causes a small reduction in the regression

indices and slightly smaller uncertainty ranges. Thus,

analysis of Fig. 7 further illustrates that the obtained results

in Sect. 3 are robust against the removal of NAO

fingerprint.

7 Changes in large scale circulation

In the Mediterranean region during winter, a strong cor-

relation exists between the regional precipitation patterns

and upper-air large-scale circulation anomalies (Quadrelli

et al. 2001). The winter dryness over the eastern
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Fig. 8 Left column Observed patterns of change in 500 Gph accord-

ing to the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis over the period 1979–2008 in

winter (DJF and JFM), late summer (JAS) and autumn (ASO and

SON). Right column Ensemble mean GS signal patterns estimated

from time slices of climate projections from 22 models (2071–2100

minus 1961–1990 mean scaled to change per decade) according to the

SRES A1B scenario
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Mediterranean (Greece) during 1958–1994 has also found

to be connected with the raising of 500 hPa geopotential

height and increasing sea level pressure (Xoplaki et al.

2000). Over Europe, Haren et al. (2012) suggest that

modeled atmospheric circulation and sea surface temper-

ature (SST) trends over the past century contain large

biases in global climate models and are responsible for a

large part of the misrepresentation of precipitation trends

over Europe in the CMIP3 climate models.

In this section, to examine the possibility that the

inconsistency of observed precipitation trends with climate

change projections may be related to trends in large-scale

circulations, we compare observed (NCEP/NCAR reanal-

ysis, Kalnay et al. 1996) and projected changes in geopo-

tential height at 500 hPa (referred to as 500 Gph in the

following), derived from the ensemble mean of the CMIP3

multi-model dataset (A1B scenario). The time slice

experiment (Sect. 1) is used to estimate the trends of

500 Gph in response to GS forcing. That is, we define the

anthropogenic climate change signal (GS) of 500 Gph as

the difference between the last decades of the 21st century

(2071–2100, SRES A1B scenario) and the reference cli-

matology (1961–1990). We assume a linear development

in multi-decadal running means from 1961–2100 and the

resulting signal is scaled to change per year. The linearity

assumption is supported by the study of Cubasch et al.

(2001) who indicates that the global mean response to

anthropogenic forcing is as a first approximation linear.

Natural (internal) variability of 500 Gph is estimated from

long control simulations. As outlined in Sect. 3, we draw

285 independent segments with the same length and spatial

coverage as the observations (NCEP reanalysis) from

9,000 years of control simulations to estimate the internal

variability of 30-year trends of 500 Gph in an undisturbed

stationary climate.

Figure 8 shows the 500 Gph trend patterns in NCEP/

NCAR over the period 1979–2008 in DJF, JFM, JAS, ASO

and SON, in comparison with what the ensemble mean of

22 models projects as a response of 500 Gph to GS forcing.

Using an ensemble mean of 22 models (49 simulations),

leads to decreasing the internal variability by more than

90 % in the response pattern.

In winter (DJF and JFM), trends in the NCEP reanalysis

data show a tendency towards a ridge that covers a large

part of the Mediterranean. The increase in 500 Gph (and

also the sea level pressure, not shown) over the region thus

enhance atmospheric stability. The anticyclonic circulation

and the decrease in the occurrence of convection due to

increasing subsidence thus lead to the winter dryness over

the region. The response of 500 Gph to GS forcing is also

characterized by a monopole pattern, however in terms of

magnitude of change, the CMIP3 climate change projec-

tions show an uniform increase (Fig. 8) and underestimate

the observed increasing trend of up to 16 m/decade, which

consequently may lead to an underestimation of the

observed deceasing trend in the amount of precipitation.

Figure 9 shows the area-mean changes of 500 Gph in

the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data in DJF, JFM, FMA,JAS,

ASO, and SON along with the respective 95 % uncertainty

range due to internal variability (red whiskers in Fig. 9)

derived from long control simulations (outlined in Sect. 3).

In the winter months, the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data

suggests a 5.8 m/decade increase of 500 Gph in DJF,

6.8 m/decade increase in JFM and 6.3 m/decade increase

in FMA (Fig. 9). These observed changes are found to be

different from changes due to natural (internal) variability

alone (as indicated by the red whiskers in Fig. 9), whereas

they are within the range of changes suggested by 22 cli-

mate change scenarios (black whiskers in Fig. 9). Projected

changes derived from 22 models are in the range of

[3.2–13] m/decade, [3.4–13.6] m/decade, and [3.7–13.3]

m/decade in DJF, JFM and FMA, respectively. Lucarini

and Russell (2002) also show a significant positive trend of

500 Gph (almost 6 m/decade) in winter (DJF) with NCEP/

NCAR over the period 1960–2000, which is underesti-

mated by GHG experiments.

In contrast to the situation in winter, in late summer

(JAS), the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data shows an area of

decreasing geopotential height (-5 m/decde), and thus

increasing cyclonic circulation over the north and north-

west of the Mediterranean and an area of increasing geo-

potential height (?6 m/decade) in the south (Fig. 8). This

dipole mode portrays northward migration of storm tracks.

The same dipole structure is also observed in ASO and

SON intervals, when a cyclonic circulation is observed

over the northwest of the region with a -9 m/decade

decreasing trend in 500 Gph, and an anticyclonic circula-

tion over the south with ?8 m/decade increasing trend of

500 Gph. This results in a blocking-like pattern in autumn

that tends to deflect storms northward. Furthermore, the

areas of lower pressure tend to result in an increase in the

occurrence of convection. Thus, the corresponding changes

in the storm track favour an increase in late summer and

autumn precipitation over the north and north-west of the

Mediterranean area.

As shown in Fig. 8 (right column), the projected

500 Gph change pattern in late summer and autumn is

strikingly inconsistent with changes in the NCEP/NCAR

reanalysis data over the 1979–2008 period. The CMIP3

models project changes towards more anticyclonic condi-

tions over the Mediterranean. The projections also show an

upward trend in mean sea level pressure (not shown).

Increasing pressure and anticyclonic conditions go along

with less rain, which is at odds with the observed signifi-

cant positive trends in the amount of precipitation in late

summer and autumn. When comparing the area—mean
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changes, NCEP/NCAR is suggesting a very small and not

significantly different than natural (internal) variability

change in JAS, ASO and SON (Fig. 9), though the dipole

structure of trend patterns causes the cancellation of 500

Gph changes that have opposite sign (see Fig. 8).

We further use regression (Eq. 1) as a pattern similarity

measure. Figure 10 displays the regression coefficients of

observed 500 Gph changes against changes in response to

GS forcing derived from the multi-model ensembles mean

of 22 models. The 95 % distribution of regression indices

are assessed by calculating regression indices of 285 non-

overlapping control run segments on the GS signal pat-

terns. In winter and early spring (DJF, JFM and FMA), the

uncertainty range of regression indices does not include

‘‘zero’’ but includes ‘‘1’’ (Fig. 10). This indicates that the

GS signal is detectable in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data

over the 1979–2008 period and anthropogenic forcing is a

plausible explanation for observed positive trends of

500 Gph in winter and spring (with less than 5 % risk

level). In contrast to winter and spring, the regression

indices are almost zero in JAS, ASO and SON, indicating

the inconsistency of observed trends of 500 Gph with cli-

mate change projections.

Therefore, we conclude that it is—at least to some

extent—the inconsistency of the description of ongoing

changes in circulation in the simulated possible futures,

which leads to the inconsistency with observed precipita-

tion trends in late summer and autumn. The mismatch

between simulated and observed precipitation in late

summer and autumn is already present in the atmospheric

circulation.

8 Dependence on trend period

We further analyze how strongly our results depend on the

exact time period under analysis. Figure 11 shows moving

40-year trends in CRU3.1 and GPCC5 over the time period

from 1901 to 2009. The CRU3.1 and GPCC5 observed

records exhibit strong disagreement during the early

Fig. 9 Seasonal area mean

changes of observed 500 Gph

(in m/decade) according to the

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis over

the period 1979–2008 (grey
bars) in comparison with the

anthropogenic signal (GS) of

500 Gph derived from the

multi-model mean of CMIP3

simulations according to the

SRES A1B scenario. The black
whiskers indicate the spread of

trends of the 22 climate change

projections. The red whiskers
denote the 95 % uncertainty

range of observed trends

derived from long control

simulations

Fig. 10 Regression coefficients of observed seasonal (DJF, JFM,

FMA, JAS, ASO and SON) changes in 500 Gph according to NCEP/

NCAR reanalysis over the period 1979–2008 onto projected changes

in response to GS forcing, estimated from two well-separated time

slices (2071–2100 minus 1961–1990 mean scaled to change per

decade, SRES A1B scenario) ensemble mean of 22 models from

CMIP3 archive. The bars show the 95 % uncertainty ranges of

regression indices derived from model based estimates of natural

(internal) variability (285 independent 30-year segments). The solid
line denotes regression indices equal to unity, indicating consistency

with GS forcing
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decades. This is probably related to sparse data coverage

during the 1900–1960 period (not shown) and differences

in the treatment of data-sparse areas in the different data-

sets. However, after 1960 the two datasets come to a rel-

atively good agreement. The observed trends are likely not

due to internal variability alone in cases for which the trend

is beyond the 5–95 % distribution of 213 control run seg-

ments (as denoted by the horizontal dashed lines in

Fig. 11).

In winter (DJF, JFM), both datasets show developing

drought conditions towards the end of the 20th century.

The observed trends in winter months become significantly

different from internal variability in the early 1990s, with

strongest drying during 1960–2000 in JFM with about

-2.8 mm/decade decrease in the amount of precipitation.

There is indication of a slight decrease in the strong drying

in the 21st century. In spring and summer (MJJ, JJA, JAS)

in contrast, the observed trends are hardly distinguishable

from unforced trends and externally forced changes are not

detectable. In late summer and autumn (ASO, SON and

OND), both datasets show a period with increasing pre-

cipitation over the Mediterranean after the 1960s (40-year

trends ending in the late 1990s), which contrast mostly

negative trends during prior decades. The rate of change

towards wetter conditions increases with time and exceeds

the limits of natural (internal) variability for trends ending

in the 21st century. Evidence for the presence of an external

driving factor is clearly detectable in SON and OND at 5 %

significant level.

In the following, we assess to what extent the observed

moving 40-year trends over the 1901–2009 period are

consistent with what the ensemble mean of 22 models

projects as human-induced climate change. Figure 12

shows seasonal regression indices of observed moving

40-year trends based on CRU3.1 onto the multi-model

mean GS signal. The gray shaded area indicates the 95 %

uncertanity range of regression indices, derived from fits of

the regression model (Eq. 1) to 213 non-overlapping con-

trol run segments onto the GS signal patterns. Detection of

GS forcing is claimed where the gray shaded area in

Fig. 12 excludes ‘‘0’’ and consistency is claimed in cases

where the gray shaded area dose not include ‘‘0’’ but

includes ‘‘1’’.

In DJF, JFM and FMA, the gray shaded area does not

(with a few exceptions) include the zero line after 1990,

indicating the emergence of a detectable anthropogenic

Fig. 11 Seasonal moving

40-year observed trends based

on CRU3.1 (red curves) and

GPCC5 (blue curves) from 1901

to 2009. The vertical axes
denote the area mean change of

precipitation over the

Mediterranean region. The

horizontal axes show the end-

year of moving 40-year trends.

The dotted horizontal lines
indicate the 5–95 % uncertainty

range of observed trends,

derived from model-based

estimates of natural (internal)

variability (213 independent

40-year segments derived from

9,000 years of control

simulations)
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(GS) influence in the late 20th century. While the influence

of GS signal is detectable, the gray shaded area clearly

does not include 1 in FMA (and to a lesser extent in JFM

and DJF), indicating that the climate change projections

underestimate the observed trends.

In ASO, SON and OND, the detection of an outright

sign mismatch of observed and projected trends is obvious

with negative regression indices of 40-year trends ending

in 1990 and later on. The negative regression indices in

SON and OND become significantly beyond the range of

regression indices of unforced trends with GS signal pat-

terns in the late 20th century. This result points either to the

presence of an alternative driver of precipitation change not

included in the models or to gross misrepresentation of the

precipitation response to GS forcing in the CMIP3

simulations.

9 Conclusion

In this study, we examine to what extent the present cli-

mate change ‘‘is on the way’’ towards conditions described

by the climate change scenarios at the end of this century.

To this end, we determine if the observed trends in pre-

cipitation over the period 1966–2005 (over land) and

1979–2008 (over land and sea), are consistent with the

expected change due to GS forcing. Our analysis demon-

strates that externally forced changes are detectable (at the

5 % level) in observed precipitation trends in winter, late

summer and in autumn. Natural (internal) climate vari-

ability cannot explain these changes. In contrast, we do not

find evidence for the presence of an external driving factor

in the observed precipitation trends in spring and early

summer. In addition, we show that the observed trends

(derived from 3 sources) are markedly inconsistent with

expected changes due to GS forcing. While the influence of

GS forcing is detectable (at the 5 % level) with 8 out of 22

models in DJF, 14 models in JFM and 14 models in FMA,

observed changes are several times larger than the pro-

jected response to GS forcing in these models. The most

striking inconsistency, however, is the contradiction

between projected drying and the observed increase in

precipitation in late summer and autumn. Our analysis thus

points to the presence of an external forcing which is in

contrast to the expected response to GS forcing. The

inconsistency of observed trend patterns with GS signal
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End of moving 40-year trends End of moving 40-year trends End of moving 40-year trends

Fig. 12 Seasonal regression

indices of observed moving

40-year trends, over the period

1901–2009, based on CRU3.1

onto the multi-model mean GS

signal, estimated from two well-

separated time slices

(2071–2100 minus 1961–1990

mean scaled to change per

decade, A1B scenario)

ensemble mean of 22 models

from CMIP3 archive. The

vertical axes denote the

regression indices. The

horizontal axes show the end-

year of moving 40-year trends.

The grey shaded area indicates

the 95 % range of regression

indices in a stationary climate

derived from 213 non-

overlapping control run

segments. The dotted lines mark
regression indices equal to zero,

and the solid lines mark
regression indices equal to unity
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patterns in winter, late summer and autumn are robust

against the approach used to estimate the GS response and

are also robust against estimating the GS signal from a high

resolution climate model (INGV). The results are further-

more insensitive to the removal of the fingerprint of the

North Atlantic Oscillation.

Analysis of changes in large scale circulation patterns

reveals that the influence of GS forcing is detectable in the

observed (NCEP/NCAR reanalysis) 500 Gph in winter

(DJF, JFM) and spring (FMA, MAM, AMJ). The observed

positive trends of 500 Gph are consistent with the ensem-

ble mean of 22 climate change projections. However, in

late summer (JAS) and autumn (ASO, SON) the observed

dipole pattern of 500 Gph contradicts the uniform increase

pattern of 500 Gph projected by CMIP3 models. This

indicates that inconsistencies in the simulated circulation

response could account for at least some of the inconsis-

tencies between simulated and observed precipitation

changes in the Mediterranean. Our analysis clearly shows

that projections of future regional precipitation change, an

important factor for the estimation of future agricultural

and hydrological resources, are not consistent with

observed recent changes. We note that our results must be

interpreted with the caveat of potential inhomogeneity in

the observed gridded precipitation data sets. Another

caveat is the coarse horizontal resolution of the climate

models used in this study.

Candidates to explain the observed inconsistency are

manifold and we will highlight the most important ones.

Careful analysis of the potential sources for inconsistency,

however, is beyond the scope of this manuscript. First,

natural internal variability could be much stronger than

simulated. Observed variability of changes in the NAO—

an important indicator of circulation variability in the

region—has been found to exceed simulated variability

(Gillett 2005). Our conclusions, however, are insensitive to

a potential underestimate of NAO-related variability in the

models.

Second, changing atmospheric greenhouse gas and sul-

fate concentrations are not the dominant forcing for pre-

cipitation changes in the Mediterranean region. Previous

studies conclude that global precipitation changes are more

sensitive to short-wave forcing such as changes in strato-

spheric aerosol concentrations due to explosive volcanic

eruptions than low-frequency GHG forcing (Lambert et al.

2004). This is in contrast to global land temperature

anomalies, which are dominated by the response to GHG

forcing (e.g., Stott et al. 2000). Furthermore, there are

additional anthropogenic forcing agents which potentially

have a large effect on regional scale precipitation and

which are missing in current climate models such as the

emission of aerosols related to traffic and industry and/or

forcing from land-use changes such as deforestation.

Whether the inconsistency of observed and simulated

precipitation changes might be resolved taking into account

additional forcing mechanisms could be assessed with the

next generation of climate models that include a more

complete set of processes relevant for precipitation for-

mation (CMIP5 Taylor et al. 2012).

Third, the inconsistency could also be due the misrep-

resentation of the precipitation response to GS forcing in

the CMIP3 models. The good model agreement on the

forced response (e.g. Figs. 1, 2) suggests, however, that

this is a valid explanation only if all of the CMIP3 models

misrepresent the GS response. Furthermore, it has been

suggested that sea surface temperature (SST) forcing likely

played an important role in the observed Mediterranean

wintertime drying (Hoerling et al. 2012). The CMIP3

models have biases in their SST response to GHG forcing,

especially over the tropical Pacific (Vecchi et al. 2008).

Our results indicate that the CMIP3 models simulate a

relatively uniform increase in 500 Gph in response to

anthropogenic forcing (Fig. 8). The CMIP3 models also

simulate a uniform pattern of SST change in response to

anthropogenic forcing. The observed change in tropical

SSTs, however, involves a stronger zonal SST gradient

across the Indian and Pacific Ocean than simulated in

CMIP3 models (Hoerling et al. 2012). Thus, it is suggested

by Hoerling et al. (2012) that the amplitude of the CMIP3

drying signal in winter (November-April) over the Medi-

terranean is weak owing to biases in the coupled model’s

global SST response.

Overall, communication of future expected change of

precipitation is complicated by the fact that the expected

future changes are inconsistent with observed changes,

irrespective of the data sets used. We have earlier deter-

mined that the ongoing trends in temperature in the Med-

iterranean region are consistent with climate change

projections (Barkhordarian et al. 2012). Therefore, recently

observed warming is a plausible illustration of future

expected warming in the region. In terms of precipitation,

the detection of an outright sign-reversal in the observed

and projected trends, which is a newly documented phe-

nomenon, provides strong evidence that the recent

observed changes cannot be used to illustrate the future

expected changes of precipitation. The societal significance

of our analysis is in the answer of the often-asked question

in the public: Is the recent trend a harbinger of the future?

In the case of precipitation, in the Mediterranean region:

quite probably not.
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